
MMF 2021 is just 5 weeks away – and all shows are NOW ON SALE! 
 
 

FINAL NOTICE 
 
I have only received signed Ticket Authorisation forms (attached) from: 

 Sam & Justin 

 Sam Angelico 

 Davide Kaufmann 

 Christopher Morant 

 
I still need to receive them from 

 Josh Staley 

 Chi Han Yeo 

 Braydon Barry 

 Nicholas J Johnson 

 Tim Motley 

 Nick Nickolas 

 Quizzical Mr Jeff 

 Sebastian Rideaux 

 Tim You 

 
Please send them today so I don’t have to spend my time tomorrow writing individual 
emails or phoning you to get them. 
 
 
DEADLINE FOR PAYMENTS: Final payments for Venue Hire and Satellite Fees are due on 
May 30. 
 
 
PROGRAM CHANGES: In case anyone is needing to schedule “additional shows”, the 
following timeslots have become available. Please contact me directly if you would like to 
use them: 
 

 HOUDINI THEATRE 200 seats – July 6-10 from 11.00am to 12.00pm 

 SLYDINI SHOWROOM 40 seats – July 6-10 from 9.00pm to 10.00pm 

 
 
MMF FACEBOOK PAGE: Thank you to those producers who are liking, sharing and 
commenting on the daily posts we are making on the MMF FB page. The more action these 
posts receive, the more likely they are to show up in other people’s newsfeeds, so please 
continue to comment on ANY post about MMF because we can all support each other that 
way. 
 



 
 

TRYBOOKING FEATURE 
 
FOLLOW UP EMAIL 
Many of your guests purchased their tickets weeks ago and sometimes they FORGET they 
have tickets to an upcoming show. To avoid empty seats and having to reschedule guests 
who forgot to show up, use the TryBooking FOLLOW UP EMAIL feature to send out an email 
to remind guests a few days before show time that they have tickets and the show is coming 
up. (You can also use it to recommend other shows they might like to attend while they are 
there, or to bring $$ to buy your merch.) 
 
 
 
VIDEO PROMOS 
I’ve received two promo videos so far. They will be projected on the wall in Magic Central. If 
you’d like yours to be included in the projection, send it to me. 
 
 
 

 
This week we are looking at Tech Sheets for Hub shows – specifically Houdini Theatre and 
Cardini Cabaret. 
 

TECH RUN SHEETS 
 
If you are performing in the Houdini Theatre, your operator is Jonathan Chandler. 
If you are performing in the Cardini Cabaret, your operator is Tom Orchard. 
 
Tom is our AV supervisor, so please make sure you have touched base with him, especially if 
you have any special lighting requirements. Anything requested after June 1 will most likely 
not be possible.   
 
Tom Orchard zaplighting01@optusnet.com.au  
 
If you can send him your show Run Sheet in advance, that will make your Tech Run much 
more efficient, and any potential tech problems in your show can be sorted out in plenty of 
time. 
 
If you are in a Close Up Room you can see the AV set up in the drawings posted in your 
private FB group. Any questions about what lighting is in your room or how you can operate 
it can be emailed directly to Tom, or better still asked to him within your group. 
 
 
TOM’S TIPS FOR RUN SHEETS 

mailto:zaplighting01@optusnet.com.au


  
Tom recommends you check out this web page, especially if you haven’t written a run sheet 
before: 
 

https://helloendless.com/how-to-build-a-show-flow/ 

  

 Tom has always found it helps to have lots of space on the run sheet - for extra 

notes. 

 Also – very important for a cue – not just what happens; what leads up to the cue. 

For example: cue may be - artist stamps foot – we need to know what leads up to 

him stampings his foot. (to be “standing by”- to ”GO”) 

 
MUSIC: If you have music in your show, you will need to bring in your own device to provide 
music playback – make sure you let Tom know WHAT the device is and WHAT program or 
app is being used to play it back. Tom will let you know what cable you’ll need to plug it in to 
the system. 
 
MICROPHONE: If you are bringing your own microphone (I hope so, as we are not providing 
any) let Tom know what TYPE it is and what FREQUENCY it is otherwise it may clash with 
another unit in the building and you may not be able to use it if you leave it until show day. 
 
TEST & TAG: Please make sure ANY DEVICES THAT PLUG INTO POWER are tested and 
tagged. We are not permitted to use untagged devices in the theatres... even phone 
chargers. 
 
 
 

 
IMPORTANT REMINDERS! 
 
PRODUCER PASSES – ONE WEEK LEFT!!! 
REMINDER: If you have not yet applied for your Producer Pass, you have until May 30 to send me 
the name and headshot photo for each pass you require.  
 
FACEBOOK PAGE 
Keep an eye on the MMF PRODUCERS FACEBOOK PAGE for lots of updates and feel free to use it to 
ask (and answer) any questions.  https://www.facebook.com/groups/1026734430687272 
 
   
 
Please let us know if this SUNDAY SERVE has been useful for you. 
 
FINAL SUNDAY SERVE NEXT WEEK: 
 

 May 30th           Final Checklist 
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